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NEWS 

Opponents Of Policy Advocate Changes
ACLU organizes forum on Misconduct Policy, SAFER declines to attend.

By Annie Pfeifer 
Spectator Staff Writer

Almost exactly a year after it was passed by the University Senate, Columbia's 
Sexual Misconduct Policy came under fire on Friday from a panel of civil 
libertarians organized by Columbia's chapter of the American Civil Liberties 
Union (ACLU). The members of the panel had previously objected to the policy on 
due process grounds since last fall.

Despite an invitation from organizers to those in favor of the policy to sit on the 
panel, administrators and pro-policy student groups chose not to participate, 
creating a one-sided expression of opposition to the policy rather than the open 
dialogue organizers said they aimed for.

Organized by Karl Ward, chair of the Committee on Disciplinary Procedures for 
Columbia's ACLU, the panel included Ward, who is a Spectator columnist, 
Columbia Law Professor Dr. Vivian Berger, and Massachusetts ACLU Board 
member Harvey Silverglate. Silverglate is also co-founder of the Foundation for 
Individual Rights in Education (FIRE), the first national organization to challenge 
the policy publicly.

The Senate passed the current policy last February after a sustained student 
movement spearheaded by Students Active for Ending Rape (SAFER), which 
organized hundreds of students on campus around the fight for a new policy. The 
proposal was subject to heated debate in the Senate, but ultimately passed nearly 
unanimously by voice vote.

The disciplinary procedure outlined under the policy as an alternative option to 
traditional Dean's Discipline has been criticized by civil liberties groups as denying 
accused students basic due process rights. Accused students do not have the right 
to sit in the same room as their accusers, and neither party can directly cross-
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examine witnesses or have a lawyer represent them. Complaints are heard by a 
panel of two specially-trained deans and one non-voting student.

The policy's proponents argue that the procedure is fundamentally fair and that a 
system closer to the American judicial system that would allow cross-
examinations, attorneys, and the right to confront the accuser, creates an 
atmosphere that discourages women from pursuing their allegations.

Accusers can choose to pursue their allegations through the new policy or through 
Dean's Discipline, which also covers academic dishonesty and other violations of 
student conducts. The Dean's Discipline procedure also came under criticism at 
Friday's panel, with Ward calling it ''archaic and not suitable to be applied to the 
situations in which it is used.''

Almost all of the audience members present were against the policy and there was 
very little debate.

SAFER Co-Coordinator Sarah Richardson, CC '01, explained her group's decision 
not to participate.

''We didn't think this sort of discussion would be constructive at this point in our 
movement,'' she said. ''We are interested in concrete reform, not in dialogue with 
outsiders of questionable integrity.''

Last Wednesday, SAFER Co-Coordinator Kaya Tretjak, CC '01, said SAFER's 
decision was largely due to the panel's inclusion of FIRE, an organization she said 
''repeatedly spread false and misleading information about student activists,'' as a 
major reason for not participating.

Charlene Allen, director of the Columbia Office of Sexual Misconduct Prevention 
and Education, and the administrator directly responsible for the policy's 
implementation, said last week she chose not to participate because ''our role 
within the University is to have a direct discussion internally, not with outsiders.''

Many of those at the forum said they regretted the Administration and SAFER's 
refusal to participate.

''I think it's unfortunate that SAFER and Charlene Allen decided not to come,'' said 
Astronomy Professor and University Senator James Applegate, who was one of the 
policy's leading critics in the Senate while it was being debated and one of only a 
few Senators to vote against the policy. 

When asked why these parties did not participate in the discussion, Applegate said, 
''They didn't have the guts to show up.''

Applegate said that given the educational background of the University Senators, 
the disciplinary policy that they chose to write was ''chilling.''

Silverglate and other ACLU members described the current Sexual Misconduct 
Policy as one that undermined the execution of due process of law because of the 
panel of ''specially trained deans'' that ultimately decides cases. Such training, 
Silverglate said, gives power to judges who have been ''brainwashed'' to convict the 
accused.

''They changed the definition of due process to be biased in general. In historical 
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cases, a court designed to handle special cases required special training, which 
often made courts biased against the accusers,'' Ward said. 

The inability of the accuser to face the accused in the current disciplinary 
procedures generated the most opposition from the panelists.

''The fact that the accused can't hear the victim testify reduces women to an infant-
like status, suggesting women cannot face their accusers,'' Silverglate said.

Student activists last year argued that the old policy was confrontational, 
discouraging women from bringing complaints--a problem they say the new 
procedure rectifies.

The ramifications of sexual misconduct policies, agreed Friday's panelists, are not 
confined only to academic institutions in which they exist. The panelists discussed 
the implications of sexual misconduct policies in society at large, which Silverglate 
said is often affected by changes made in academia.

''It's very dangerous for a university to lose sight of its civil liberties,'' Silverglate 
said. ''The universities serve as incubators. These notions may become more 
widespread in society if allowed to incubate.''

However, members of SAFER said they saw a greater danger in outside 
organizations such as FIRE initiating what they call rhetoric against Columbia 
policies widely supported by students.

''Ultimately, FIRE's priority is to do away with sexual misconduct policies across 
the board,'' Tretjak said. ''The critics never explained their bias against the sexual 
misconduct policy.'' 

SAFER members did say they were open to changes in the policy, if they came out 
of a constructive, two-sided discussion. 

SAFER is creating a coalition of organizations to address the need for changes in a 
policy that both sides agree should constantly evolve to meet the needs and 
problems of students. 

''I think we can set aside the differences between us and build a student 
movement,'' Richardson said. ''But that's only possible if student activists and civil 
libertarians cooperate.''

''In the end, University students need to be informed,'' Ward said. ''By limiting 
discussion, you are effectively stifling information.'' 
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